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                            ABSTRACT
   In order to obtain a piece of information about Ne and Tdistributions in the transition

region between the chromosphere and corona, observations of UV resonance lines are
connected with those of radio emission in cm and dm ranges. Models of the transition

region are computed for three possible values of the coronal density assuming hydrostatic

equilibrium. The models show so steep temperature and density gradients that the UV }ines

of intermediate ions are produced in a very thin regions. The mode}s are not inconsistent

with observations of the UV bound-free emission and visible continuum in the flash spectrum.

It may be inferred from the models that iRterspicular regions consist of corona} matter

with Trvl06 and Ne.-i09.

1. Introduction

    lt is one of the controversia} problems in solar physics how varying the physical

conditions with height from the low chromosphere (T<IO`) to the corona (TNI06).
Since the structure of the transition region between the chromosphere and corona must

be closely connected with the mode of energy transport !n the outer solar atmosphere,

it is much interesting to know the density and temperature distributions with height

through the region.
    Many models of the transition region are proposed frorri different 1<inds of foun-

dation. Models based on rather theoretl.cal considerations are proposed by
ScHATzMAN [l], WooLLEy and ALLEN [2], and OsTER [3]. A number of approaches
based on observed data are made by KoEaKELENBERGH [4], P!DD!NGToN [5], HAGEN
[6] and CoATEs [7] (the radio observations), by PoTTAsc}i [8] (the observed Ne dis-
tribution) and by IvANov-KHoLoDNyi and NiKoLsKii [9], [IO] and KoyAMA [l1] (the
UV observation) .

    In this paper, observations of the UV and radio emissioRs will be analyzed to
derive a plece ofinformation about the density altd temperature distributlons. Using

this information, models will be computed under a, working assumption of hydro-
static equilibrium. The plausihility of the working models will be d!scussed referring

to the observations of the UV bouRd-free emissions and the visible continuum in the
fiash spectrum. The models will lead to a picture about the structure ofthe chromos-

phere and the innermost corona.
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2. Informations about the Ne and T (listributiens frem the UV and Radie
    Emissien

    We have the following observational data which may originate in the transition
region between the chromosphere and corona: (i) UV emission lines, (ii) radio
emission in cm and dm ranges, (iii) UV continuous emission, (iv) visible continuum
in the fiash spectrum, and (v) coronal forbidden !ines. Of these we shall exclude
Åírora our discussion the coronal forbidden lines because it is essentially of coronal

origin. We look for a fundamental quantity derived from the observations of (i)
and (ii).

(a) UV emission !ines.

    In the analysis of UV resonance iines, PoTTAscH [12] derived the quantity Q,
defined by

                           Q!!i i2I[Z)) S. N.2dh, o)

from the observed intensities of the emission lines. Here N(O), N(H) and N. are
the density of oxygen, hydrogen and electron, respectively, and the integration ls
Iimited to the region of formation of the particular observed line.

    Ifwe assume the height h above the solar limb and N, to be one-valued functions
of the electron temperature T, we have

                Qt =' 21[Z)) S.Ta.. IVe2 1il/S,dT =A(Tu) -A(TL), (2)

                                                                        '
where Tu and TL are the upper and lower limits of the temperature range assumed
by PoTTAsaH, where the greater part of emission of the relevant line originates from,

and A(T) is a function defined by

                        A(T) =m= 2NV[l)) S Ne2iS• lihTdT' (3)

By means of the mean value theorem of derivative, we have

           [2Ve2topT]..... == ii\f[ll))[dAd(TT)]..... =" iftl(([;)) T.Q-' T.' (4)

where T. is a temperature in the range TL sg Trf{ Tu, which may be close to T...
defined by PoTTAscH which is the temperature corresponding to the maximum
emission, excepting the density factor, of the particuiar Iine.

    The quantity log [ N,2topT]T. is p}otted against log T in Fig. 1, using the data

of Q., Tu and TL, and N(O)12V(H)==7Å~10"` determined by PoTTAsaH. The tem-
perature range and T... are shown by a bar and a dot, respectively. A smooth
curve (the full line) is drawn attaching much weight to the plots ofthe O and Si lines,

according to the discussion of PoTTAsaH. This curve represents the quantity
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(b) RadioEmission

    The brightness
coRnected to the local electron temperature

where the optical depth

4,O 5.0 6.0                Log T

Fig. I. Comparison between the UV and radio emission.

function of T, which is the information about the N. and Tdistri-

  erived from the present UV observations.

   in cm and dm ranges.

   temperature Tb(v) at the disk center in the frequency y is
                     T(Tv) by

         T,(v) =- j,ee T(ry)e-rvdT,, (s)

     T. is defined by

              rv =- !: k, dh- (6)
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The absorption coefficient k, may be expressed by

                                  4Ne2                             k' :y2T312, (7)

where C is a slowly varying functions of N., Tand y. Following MoRiyAMA [l3],
we adopt C===O.14 in our model computatlons. We introduce a variable z (cf.
PIDDINGTON [5]),

                            2 =- S,",e TN,ei dh, (s)

then we have

                      Tb(Y) = 'llr, !,co T(z)em("/'2'dz. (g)

    Since T is a function of z, the right hand side of eq. (9) is the Laplace transform

of Twith 11y2 as the transform variable. Then T(z) will be found if we have an
empirical expression of Tb(v). PmDiNGToN [14] first found Tb(y) at sunspot
minimum to be weli approximaÅíed by

                         Tb(v)=aÅÄbv-'+cvm2, (IO)
where a, b andcare constants found frorn the experimental data. From eqs. (9) and
(10) the temperature distribution in term of z is given by

                        T(z) == a+vb-..+c6(z), (H)

where 6(z) is a discontinuous function, Iarge near the origin altd zero elsewhere.
P!DD!NGToN [5] pointed out that cyM2 in eq. (IO) is a finite contributioR to the total

emission from a region having negligib}e optical depth and high temperature, which
may be identified with the cerona. For the range of higher frequencies where the
term cvrm2 may be considerab}y smaller than the first and second terms of eq. (IO),
the temperature distribution can be expressed by

                                      b                           T(z) == a+                                                                 (12)      ' viir.'
Then we have from eqs. (8) and (12)

                     2dh T3/2 dz 2b2 T312                   Ne 2ITT "= - c iETr -- -.c(Tma)3' (i3)

It is interesting that the quantity [ N,2:Z61],.d derived from the yadio data has a

                                           'universal functional form c>c T-312 for T>>a. Tkis quantity N,2 topT as a function of

T has also been obtained from the UV emission lines. This comes froiin the fact
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that both the UV
collision processes.

emlsslon lines and the radio em!sslon originate in twoparticle

3. Comparison between the UV and Radio Data.

    Ifthe constants a and b in eq. (1O) are found from the radio data, we can compare
the intensities of UV emission lines with those of radio emission through the quantity

N.28/b which can be regarded as a measure of both the intensities. We should

bear in mind here that the validlty of the expression (13) is ensured under the con-
ditions that the central brightness temperatures are well approximated in the form of
eq. (10) and that the coronal contribution cv-2 is considerably smaller than others
in the frequency range in question. It is the case, as shown by MoRiyAMA [l3], in
the range y>1000 Mcls for the quiet sun in the sunspot minimum condition, but
in the sunspot maximum phase the coronal contribution becomes greater than others
in v<3000 Mcls.
    In t#e cm and dm ranges, observed radio emission consists ofthe basic component
(B-component) and the siowly varying comPonent (S-component). It is well l<nown
that the S-component originates in regions of high electron temperatures ( TNI060K)
and high densities over sunspot groups and plages. Therefore we should exclude the
S-component in the comparison between the radio emission and the UV lines origi-
nating in the temperature ranges TE{I 1050I<.

    On the other hand the rocket observations give the UV emission integrated over
the whole atmosphere. Hence the gbserved UV emission must be composed ofboth
contributions from the quiet (dark) and the active (bright) regions, altheugh we could
not reliably estimate the intensity ratio and the area fraction of both regions. In
fact we have observed evidence [15], [l6] that X-ray and L"-a line images of the
sun show the bright active regions over the quiet background, which reveal a close
identification with the Ca K spectroheliogram. Therefore the B-component of radio
emission may correspond to the UV emission expected from the hypothetical sun only
with the quiet region.
    The results of PoTTAscH, also our [iog N.22f// ]uv-curve in Fig. 1, are based on

the observations [17], [18], [19] of the rocket flights on April 19 and August 23, 1960,

and August 23, i961. The apparent temperatures T. of the B-component on the
days of the fi!ghts are computed from the data for four frequencies estlmated
by TANAKA [20], [21], which are shown in Table l. X/Ve converted the apparent
temperatures to the central brightness temperatures Tb (Table 2), usiBg the values of

Table l. The apparent temperatures of the B-cornponent.

Ta
Dateofflight

9400 tv{c/s 3750 Mcls1i 2000rvlcls IOOOMc/s

Apr. 19, l960

Aug. 23, l960

Aug. 23, 1961

l .tl, Å~ 104

1.4

1.3Å~I04

3.7Å~lO`

3.4

2.8xlO-

9.3Å~104

8.1

6.oxie"

33Å~I04

26

18Å~l04
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TblT. given by AuEN [22]. We determlned the constants a,bandcfrom the
brightness temperatures of9400, 3750 and 2000 Mc/s, which are shown in Table 2
including the values for the B-component in the sunspot maximum and minimum
conditions determined by KAKiNuMA [23] and by MoR:yAMA [13], respectively.

Table 2. The central brightness temperatures of the B-component, the constants a, b and e, and
        Tb,o. Tb,o is the critical brightness temperature over which the coronal contributioncv-2
       exceeds others.

Date oÅí flight

Apr. I9, I960

Aug. 23, 1960

Aug. 23, 1961

Tb

9400Mcls

l.1Å~I04

1.1

1.1 Å~ 10"

3750Mc/s

2.7Å~I04

2.5

2.lÅ~10-

2000Mc/s

6.4 Å~ !04

5.6

4.lÅ~10e

1000Mc/s

23Å~Ioe

I9

13Å~10`

. Sunspot maximum . ............ ...................
  Sunspot minimttm . ................................

a

5300

5600

5700

5000

7000

b

il, Å~ lO13

3.9

3.9

4.5

4Å~lei3

c

1.5Å~I023

l.2

O.65

1.83

O.3Å~1023

Tb,e

4Å~104

4.5

7.0

3.5

9Å~lo4

    Because the constants a and b remain practicaily unchanged with the solar cycle
as seen in the table, we adopt a=:7000 and b==4Å~ 10i3 in the foliowing discussion as

tke representive values for the days of the three fiights. They may be the most
reliabie values of a and b, because the B-component is weil defined in the sunspot
minirnum conditions. The curve log[N.22e],.d using these values ofa and b is

shown in Fig. 1 (the dotted line). Meanwhile we see from Table 2 that the constant
cchanges on aIarge range with the solar activity. When chas alarge value, the
validity of eq. (18) is considerab}y restricted in a range of lower temperatures than

in the sunspot minimum. The table contains the critical brightness temperatures
Tb,, over which the coronal contribution cv-2 to tlte brightness temperature beeomes

greater than others. By means of the quantity 2V.2 2SIb/, strictly speaking, we cannot

compare the UV intensities with the radio data of the three fiights.

(a) The temperature range 1 Å~ 10` f{;T:EIII Å~ IOS.
    In the range T:S4Å~IO` we can make use of both the curves of Iog N.25/b in

order to compare the UV intensities with the radio data. Fig. I exhibits that the
UV intensities are stronger over a factor of 3 in this temperature range than expected
from the rad!o data. For instance the disparity in the temperature range of Sill
is over an order ofmagnitude. It should be noted here that the abundance ratios of
N, C, S and Si to hydrogen determined by PoTTAscH are higher by a factor 2 to 6 than
those found by GoLDBERG, MtfLLER and ALLER [24] in the photosphere analysis,
although N(O)IN(H) is in good agreement with each other. If one use the latter,
the disparity between both the curves will amount to about an order of magnitude
even at T =4Å~10`.
    In order to eliminate this discrepancy between the UV and radio intensities,
SuEMoTo and MoRiyAMA [25] proposed a chromospheric modei in which these two
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radiations come only from restricted areas scattered over the whele disk covering

about 100/, of it which are identified to the spicular structure by them.

    The discrepancy may be caused by the foilowing three reasons in addition to
the non-uniformity of the emltting region assumed by SuEMoTo and MoRiyAMA•
First, the strengthening of the Iines of low ions, !ike Sill, may be attributed to the chro-

mospheric emission as will be shown Iatter. Second, the inteRsities of UV.lines
may be strengthened by the contribut2on from the bright active regions on the solar
disk. The recent UV observation [26] referring to the center of the quiet sun shows
that there are some differences betweeR the intensities of the quiet sun and the whole
sun including active regions. Finally, there might be some systematic errors in the
physical constants, especially f-values, used in the UV analysis. [l]he ALLEN's [27]

data off-values used by SuEMoTo and MoRiyAMA are lower by about an order of
magnitude than those adopted by PoTTAscH. lrherefore we believe that it is difficult
at the present stage of UV observations to decide whether the discrepancy should be
attributed only to the non-uniform character of the emitting regions or not. Then
we assume that the difference of factor 3 at TN4Å~IO` between both the curves in
Fig. 1 is caused by the contribution from the bright active region and that the quantity

  ,dhNe       in the temperature range 4Å~ IO` fEIIT:(Il l Å~ 105 for the avera.cre atmosphere of
   dT
the quiet and active regions is given by the UV data (the full line in Fig. I), which
may be well represented by eq. (18) with a==7000 and b ==6.8Å~ IO'3 (the dashed line
in Fig. I).

    As seen in the figure, the UV curve still deviates from the dashed llne in the
temperature range T<4Å~10`. This may be caused by the excess emlssion of iow
ions originating in the chromospheric region. We consider Sill as an example.
According to the UV observations [I8], the ionizing radiation temperatures of Sil
and Sill are about 53000 and 7200e near their thresholds, respectiveiy. This !mplies
that Sill is the most abundant lon of silicon in the atmospheric region where the
electron ternperature is lower than about 20,OOOe at which the co}lisional ionization
of Sill sets in. Therefore the emitting region of Sill should extend over a lower
temperature range than that given by PoTTAscH (14,OOOO:ST:{I27,OOeO) who
assumed only the collisional process for ionization.
    Although it is dithcult to predict the chromospherlc emission N4Tith accuracy
because oflittle knowledge about the structure, especial}y the temperature distribution,

of the chromosphere, we may estimate the magnitude of the chromospheric emission
of Sill as follows. Followiltg the analysis of PoTTAscH [l2], we express the energy
fiux E measured at the earth's distance by the form

            E = 3.0Å~10'"neP(kMT'")f,. S:.IOm504eWITT-i12Ne.rv(sill)dh , (14)

         p( W>=a correction factor for the excitation cross section,
where
           Xk Tl
         f,. urthe absorption oscillator strength,
         l?Sl =the excitation energy in eV,
         N(Sill)=:the density of Sill ion.

HÅëre the integratiQn shQuld be confined within the region where the diffusiolt length
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V3ZT,=1 for the Sill line. The scattering parameter Z may be expressed by [28]

                     2--- ACt,:l == 2o.6e 2g. N,T-i12p(kl?tT'"), (ls)

and the optical depth in the line is given by

                             r, -- gOO aN(Sill)dh, (!6)
                                  Jhr.
where C,,, =the collisional de-excitation rate,
        A., ==the spontaneous transition probability,
         1,. ==the wave length of the line in cm,
         a ==the absorptioR coeMeient at the Iine center.

Ifwe assume T :10,OOOO, N.x10ii and the turbulent velosity 4t =IO kmlsec through
the emitting region of Sill, we have the following numerical values;

         Z== 2.45Å~IO-5, T, m= 117, and goo N(SiU)dh =4.0ex10i4, (17)

                                          JhL

and from eq. (14) E=O.95. This vaiue is in good agreement with the observed value,
Esiix==O•60, inspite of our rough approximation. Thus the emission of low ions
which are most abundant in the chromosphere, like Sill, may originate mainly in the
chromospheric region of TNIO`. Therefore the discrepancy between the UV and
the dashed curves in Fig. I in the temperature range T<4Å~ 10` should be attributed
to the emission from the chromosphere. Hence we will adopt eq. (l3) with a== 7000
and bxe6.8Å~IOi3 (the dashed line in Fig. 1) as the informatiok about the N, and T
distributions in the temperature range 1Å~IO` fE!ITfi{;1Å~I05. The expression (13)
should not be app!ied to much lower temperatures, because some error in the value
of a would seriously affect the resultant value of N,2-ditL in such temperatures.

                                                dT

(b) The high temperature range Tl;)1 Å~ 105.

    As mentioned already, the expression (l3) is invalid for higher temperatures
where the largest percentage of the radio fiux comes from the hot corona. It seems
to be the case for T>...,IÅ~!e5 as seen in FIG l. Hence we should accept the UV
curve for this high temperature range.
    It is ofinterest that the UV curve shows a maximum around TN6 Å~ 105. In their
analysis of the Ul7 emission lines, IvANov-K}ioLoDNyi aRd NTiKoLsKii [10] found a
similar broad maximum in their curve of the "generalized emission measure" Agfffi
jRN.2TM312dh. Using the coronal model of VAN DE N[uLsT [22], they confirmed

that the maximum should be attributed to the contribution of the corona to gti.

We can also estimated the coroRal contribution to our quantity IV.2
1il/6 using the

constant c cletermined from the radio data. From Table 2 we adopt c=1Å~1023
as an average of the three flights. Since cy-2 is the contribution to the central
brightness temperature from the corona having negligible optical depth, the constant
a can be expressed by
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c `tr' Sl. 4TN,ig2 dh,
(18)

where h. is the height at the coronal base. Assuming T=1060K, AT
==4Å~I05 and C==O.20, we have

E!i Tu- TL

        Ne2Efb/ == i.Ne2dhlAT' j:.ATe2dh/tiTrv' cTi12/CAT = l.3Å~102i, (19)

                       'which correspends just to the maximum value of fN.2-figtZl in the order of

                                           ' L dTjuv
magnitude. Thus we also confirm that the maximum 2n our UV curve is due to the
contribution of the corbna.
    Slnce the transition region itself does not have any appreciable contribution to
IV.2 2illb/ in T>l Å~ }05, it is very difllcult to estimate the magnitude of the quantity

in the transition region. But it may be the best way of interpolate between
T==1Å~105 and 1.6Å~I06, making much account of the point ofSiXII. The reasons
are that the intensity of SiXII may not be much affected by the outer corona,
because the value of T...=l.6Å~ 106 for SiXII is more re}iable than that of I7eXVI
( T...== 1•6 Å~ 10fi), because the points of si}icon ions extend over the widest tempera-

ture range. Then we kave an empirical expression for the range 1Å~105E{IT
Sill l .6 Å~ l o6,

                          N,2:Ib/ =- a(l+-{IZ-), (2o)

where a== 4.lÅ~10nc and fi=1.0Å~}05. The curve (20) ls shown by the dash and
dotted line in FIG. 1.

4. Medels based on the Assumption of ]EEydrostatic Equilibrium

    We summarized the information about the Ne and T distributions which are
obta!ned from the UV and radio data:

  ,dh 2b2Ne pm ='
   dT        n4

T3/2

(T-a)3'
for 1 Å~lo4 :ST fSl Å~ lo5, (21)

and

N.2
tdyT "" "(} +S) '

for 1 Å~ 105 ST fSi .6 Å~ lo6 , (22)

wherewe have takeR a=7000, b==6.8Å~10i3, 4=O.l4, a=4.1Å~I020 and ie ==l.OÅ~105.
These expressions cerresopnd to an average atmosphere of the quiet and active
regions. IvANov--KHoLoDNyi and Nii<oLsKii [9], [IO] and KoyAMA [l1] constructed
the models of the quiet and active regions, assuming the ratios of the area and bright-

ness betweeR both the regions. }Iowever there are observationally very few and
uncertain estlmates of the ratios for the UY lines. Moreover the ratios would be a
function of T, as inferred from the solar images of Call, L),-a and X-ray. Therefore
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we wi!1 compute models of the average atmosphere using eqs. (21) and (22) as a first

approxlmatlon.
    As mentioned by PoTTAsGH [12], these expressions would be the maximum
information that can be derived from the U7 and radio observations of the total
radlation integrated over the whole atmosphere. But when one attempts to deter-
mine N. and T as a function of h, one must have any other source of the information
about the N. and T distributions. Various kinds oÅí information have been adopted
in the previous computations of the modeis.
    PmmNGToN [5], IvANov-KHoLoDNyi and NmoLsi<ii [9], [10] and I<oyAMA [11]
made use of the quantity N.2T-312 as a function of h, which was derived from the
flash spectrum in the eclipse. For the high chromosphere where the fiash data do not
provide this quantity, they extrapolated to the value of N,2T"3X2 corresponding to the

corona. The extrapolation seems to be very uncertain. Furthermore !t is extremely
doubtful whether the fiash data reflect the real distribution of the quantity N,2T-3/2

with height. The observed intensity ilt the flash spectrum is composed ofthe emission
integrated along a line of sight which is cutting across through spicular and inter-
spicular regions even in Iower heights, say h==1500km. Since there are certain
evidences that interspicular regions have rather lower densities and higher tem-
peratures over an order ofmagnltude than those in spicules (cÅí [28]), the latter may
contribute to the ebserved value of .3V.2T-312 two or three orders of magnitude more
than interspicular regions. Therefore we can say that the observed distribution of
N,2T-312 does not reflect the real one, but rather the height distribution of the volume

fraction of spicules in Iine of sight. In fact HiEi [3I] found that the number dis-
tribution ofspicules with height above h =3000 l<m may explain the observed emission
gradieBts of the chromospheric }ines. Thus we conclude that the acceptance of the
quantity Ar,2T"312 as a second piece of information should lead to unreiiable models
of the transition region.

    PoTTAscH [8] combined the observed density distribution with the assurr}ption of
hydrostatic equilibrium to compute the temperature distribution from the chromos-
phere to the outer corona. For lower heights he used the N. distribution derived from
the observation of the continuum at a 4700 at the 1952 eclipse [32]. Since the
contiRuous emission ofthe fiash spectrum wi}I also be affected by the spicular structure

in the chromosphere, the model of PoTTAscH is very uncertain in lower height.
    There are several pieces ofinformation about the N, and T distributions obtained
from rather theoretical consideration. WooLLEy and ALLEN [2] assumed that the
temperature is governed only by rad2al thermal conduction and by radiation loss.
HAGEN [6] and CoATEs [7] performed their coinputations ofthe AI. and T distributions
under the assumption of equality of pressure between the spicular and interspicular
regions. ScKATzMAN [1], I<oEcKLENBERG}i [4], OsTER [3] and PoTTAscH [8] assumed
hydrostatic equilibrium throughout the chromosphere and the corona. All of these
assumptions are not perfectly justified by observations. The analysis of the con-
tinuous spectrum taken at the eclipses [3I], [33] show that the lower chromosphere
is approximately in hydrostatic equilibrium. On the other hand the density gradient
in the inner corona is conformable to the same assumption [30]. Even if it is the
case, we could not conclude that this assumption should be quite proper in the tran-
sition region, because the velosity fields suggested from spicule observations must bring

Qn any dep. arture from hydrostatic equilibrium, However thegeneralaspectof thÅë
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transition reglon may be close to that of the atmosphere in hydrostatic equilibrium,
except that one cannot assume a spherical symmetric atmosphere. Then we.will
compute the N. and T distributions on the working assumption of hydrostatic equi-
Iibrium. The plausibility ofthe modeis derived in this way will be discussed referring

to the observations of the UV bound-free emission and the visible continuum at
a 47oo.

    Since the turbulent pressure (say, for the turbulent velosity 8t ==10 km/sec) is
smaller than the thermal pressure for high temperatures, the equation of hydrostatic
equiiibrium may be written

                             d(NeT) .,. nv.KN, (23)
                               dh

where .K=ietMHg
                k
         iet == the mean molecular weight,
         mff == the mass of the hydrogen atom,
         g == the surface gravity of the sun,
         rc === Boltzman constant
                              ,
and we assume pt=O.69 throughout the atmosphere. This expression will not be valid
in the range T:EEI2 Å~ 10` where hydrogen atoms are not fuIIy ionized and the electron

density is not proportional to the total density. For convenience, however, we
cornpute our modeis with eq. (23) down to T =lÅ~IO", and so our models are not
satisfactorily certain for the temperature range between l Å~ 10` and 2 Å~ 10`OK.

    For 1Å~105 fST:Sl.6Å~106 we solve the system of eqs. (22) and (23) with the
boundary conditions

          IVeT"= (Ne T)c., and h :h... at T = T.., == 1.6Xle6, (24)

where the subscript "cor" refers to the atmospheric region of T=l.6Å~I06. The
solutions are

             ("2VeT)2 == (-ZVeT)gor+aK(Tcor-T)(Tcor+T+2P) , (25)
and
             h..,-h-ii.l}r(",-rinfll/l;"m[T.c.::'.S',•".X-il=i:`,T.'.f]

                         -"g` in ,li ii iiilll.IFfi 2) ,-(Tcor- T) ], (26)

where

                        rii!i (Ne.TK)c2or+(T...+p)2. (27)

For T fSl Å~10", if the boundary conditions are set

            (Ar. T) = (N, T), and h=: h, at T= T, ei lx l05, (28)

we have from egs. (21) and (23)
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                 4Kb2(2Ve T)2 "= (IVe T)g+                     G( 7-T) ,
                  rrC

(29)

where

G(T) E'i: 2(V i7i,i- vi7)+
15VT ln v7,-vv v7+vT

"f( v'Z7(9T-7a)
s vm,+v?r
  VTe(9To-,7a) } .

'VZTT-VT

(T-a)2 ( T, -a)
(30>

Here the subscript "o" refers to the
of (N,T), is given by eq. (25) with T
for possible values of Ne..r•

atmospheric region of T==1Å~105. The value
=1 Å~ I05, which is shown in the following table

Ne cor

(2Vle T)o

l.exl08

5.4 Å~ 1O14

3.0 Å~ !os

7.0 Å~ 10i4

5.0Å~108

9.5 Å~ lole

From eq. (3e), on the other hand, we find

i.2 Å~ 1O!4 2111 ( 4Kb
rc4

2G(T)lil2lo, for 1 Å~ IO` S T .<.. I Å~ 105 , (31)

and the middle term decreases rapidly with increasing temperature, so that we can
neglect the second term in the right-hand side of eq. (29) with suMcient accuracy for
our purpose. It follows that in the temperature range 1xlO`STnv<-1xl05 the
assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium is approximately equivalent with the assump-
tion of IV.T =constaRt with T. Thus we so}ved eq. (21) on the assumption N.T==
(AX. T),. The solution is

hoimh == .c(2Ab,.2 T)g[-l}(To3i2nd T3/2)+6a(V'7'fo-v!l7')

       + "g2 (VZ2 ((i3-T.lg,i ia) - VrZZ((X-To.i,i i")]

       .35g3i2i.tSO,um+tZ'fi'!:] ' (32)

    For the t'hree possible values of N.,.., in the above table, we compute the N. and
T distyibutions by means of eqs. (25), (26) and (32). The results are shown in
Table 3, 4 and 5 and Kg. 2, 3 and 4. The zero point of the height scale cannot
be set in our models. The models of the Iow chromosphere obtained from the con-
tinuum analysis [31], [33] show that the low chyemosphere below about h :1000 km
may be considered to be a spherica}ly symmetric layer of T<10,OOOOK. Above this
Iayer, we should tal<e account of the distribution between the spicular and the in-
terspicular regions. Since the iltterspicular regions may have a higher temperature
than IO,OOOeK [28], it may be' reasonable to assign the top of the low chromosphere
to the temperature region of T =L- l Å~ IO` in our models, so that in Fig. 2 and 3 we set

up the height h, of T;-lÅ~IO` as leOO 1<m, Thus the height distributions of N, arid
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  Tab}e 3. Model (a) for N,,..,=r1.0Å~le8.

61

T
l.OÅ~l04

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0Å~10"

1.eÅ~le5

2.0

3.0

4.0

h-hi (cm)

o.oo

6.01 Å~ loJ"

1.11Å~106

l.38

1.63

1.89

2.15

2.42

2.69

2.97

9.81 Å~ I06

2.l6xl07
4.48

Ne l
5.39 Å~ 10iO

2.69

l.80

l.35

!.08Å~1010

8.99 Å~ 109

7.70

6.74

5.99

5.39

2.68

1.76

1.30

T
5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0xl05

1.0Å~106

Ll
1.2

1.3 `
1.4

1.5

1.6Å~i06

h-h, (cm)

8.35 Å~ 107

l.41Å~108

2.24

3.40

4.97

7.!O

9.98 Å~ 108

1.40Å~109

1.95

2.77

4.07

6.71Å~109

Ne

l.02Å~109

8.32 Å~ 108

6.93

5.85

4.99

4.27

3.65

3.08

2.58

2.09

1.58

1.00xloS

Table 4. Model (b) Åíor N,,cor== 3.0Å~ 108.

--- ir- rz ;-

1.0Å~l04

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0Å~10"

1.0Å~105

2.0

3.0

4.0

o.oo

3.52 Å~ 10S

6.50

8.06

9.56 Å~ 105

l.11Å~106

1.26

1.42

1.58

1.74

5.44 Å~ 106

1.32Å~107

2.27

7.04Å~loiO

3.52

2.35

1.76

1.41

1.17

1.01Å~1010

8.80Å~109

7.82

7.04

3.50

2.32

1.73

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0Å~105

i.OÅ~106

Ll
1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6Å~106

4.73

7.95 Å~ 107

1.24Å~108

1.84

2.65

3.68

4.99

6.66

8.76Å~108

1.l4Å~109

1.48

1.90Å~i09

1.37

L12Å~109
9.47 Å~ I08

8.14

7.08

6.22

5.49

4.87

4.33

S.85

3.41

3.oo Å~ !es

Table 5. Modei (c) for N,,.or==5.0 Å~ 108.

meTwwr7:z7erxrT-irT;rz7anmrx
1.0Å~104

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0Å~104

1.0Å~105

2.0

3.0

4.0

o.oo

l.93 Å~ 105

3.57

4.42

5.14

6.06

6.90

7.76

8.65

9.53 Å~ i05

2.68 Å~ 106

7.47 Å~ 106

1.40Å~l07

9.51 Å~ 10iO

4.76

3.17

2.38

1.90

1.59

l.36

1.19

l.06Å~10iO

9.51Å~I09

4.75

3.15

2.35

5.0

6.0

zo
8.0

9.0Å~105

1.0xl06
1.i

l.2

l.3

1.4

1.5

1.6Å~106

2.57

4.28

6.61

9.68 Å~ l07

1.37Å~108

1.88

2.51

3.28

4.23

5.35

6.69

8.29Å~108

!.87

l.55

1.32

1.14

1.00Å~109

8.92 Å~ I08

8.00

7.22

6.56

5.98

5.46

5.00xI08
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Fig. 4. Ai, and Tdistributions in the boundary region of the
      present models.

T in our models should correspond to the interspicular medium. In our model
computations we assumed the condition N,T=constant for 1Å~IO` ,<.,. T,<.. IÅ~I05,
which may approximately hold also in the boundary between the spicu}ar and the
interspicular reg!ons. Hence the very steep gradients of the N. and T distributions
shown in Fig. 4 refer to the outer boundary of spicules as well as the top of the low

chromosphere.
    A sheath-like structure of spicules is proposed by MoR!yAMA [13] from the
analysis of the 1952 eclipse data, and by SuEMoTo and HiEi [34] from the appearance
of the flash spectrum in the 1958 eclipse. It may be inferred also from our models
that the individual spicule is surrounded by a very thin transition region in a form
of sheath and the interspicular regions consist of coronal matter with TNI06 and
IV.NI09. The transition from T=:l Å~ IO" to 1 Å~ 105 occures in a geometrical thickness

of the order of 10 km, thus the possibi}ity of any extend high temperature plateau in
the upper chromosphere should be ruled out.

5. Discussien of the Medels.

(a) UVbound-free emission.

    The Lyman continuum of hydrogen is the most well-defined and conspicuous
one in the UV region. The 504 and 228 continua of ifel and Hell are also observed.
We compute the photon fiux of these continua predicted frorr} our models, to compare
with the observations.

    The number of recombination to the n-th ievel per cm3 per sec is given by

Fknd2 ==
4nh3c tlX/1RO,2`a.(2) NiNe

(2 rr mk) 312 T312

,-i lSi'e(-li--SI.)da

             ,
(33)

where '(if. ==-the statistical weight ofthe n-th level,

       Bi --the partition fuRction of the ion,
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       a.(R) =the atomic absorption coeMcient at wavelength 2,
       Ni -- the !on density,
       2. ==the wavelength at the thresho}d,

                                 ooand the wavelengths are in units of A. Thus the photon flux di(R) in d2==IA
measured at the earth's distance is expressed in the form

         Åë(R) == S(ARu@ )2S,oo,.Fkndh me -S-(ARu@)2(24.n.hk3i,i,I lr- IzO,2`a.(2)

                Xj. 21,l` T13i,'e-i?"S4'C(S-Å})[ 2Ve2Slll/L]dT, (34)

where R@ is the so}ar radius, AU the astronomical unit and the integration should be
limited to the atmospheric region through which the diffusion Iength for the con-
tinuum is equal to unity. The photon fluxes at the threshold are numerically given
as follows:

for the Lyman contmuum, Åë(912) =:3IÅ~10-i`SR NNP. T!,/,[Ne25/b]dT) (35)

for the 504 continuum of llel, Åë(504) = 9•9Å~10-'`Sre NAIi,i Tl,1,[ IVe22111-1 ]dT, (36)

for the 228 cont2nuum ofllell, ip(228> == 2•2Å~10Mi21.IAVi'ii Tl,1,[Ne2topT]dT, (37)

where IVp, NTr and Nrxi are the density ofprotoR, Hell and Helll ions, respectively.
    In order to predict the photon flux of the continua, we have to 1<now the density
distribution ofions as a function of T. The ionlzation degree ofHI, Hel and Hell
have been computed, assuming that (i) the ionization is caused by both radiative and
co}Iisioltal processes, (ii) the ionization degree is determined by the modified Saha

equatlon,

               2V:"N,//L'=:(2":,k)3122BB',".'Tr312e-('lhTr'S4/ttil.i', (38)

for the radiation process, and by the ionization formu}a given by PoTTAscH [12] for
the collisional process, and (iii) the condition Ai,T=:(N.T), is valid through the
lower temperature range according to our models. A numerical example of the
density distributions is shown in ITig. 5 for the following case:

          (AIeT)e ==7•OÅ~IO'` (Le•) Ar.,,..me3•OÅ~108),

           T.(9I2) =66500,
           T.(504) == 1O,9ooe,

           T.(228)=21,9000,
          S ==e and N(He)IN(H) ==O.2

where T. is the radiatipn temperature of the contlnuum inferred from the UY ob-
servations [i8] antl S the dilution factoir, then tlke photon fiux can be coinputed from

eqs. (35), (36) and (37), and is shown in Table 6. The integration is performed
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Table 6. The photon flux of the bound-free emissions for case
photonslcm21sec in dR== l A.

Of IVIe T= 7.0 Å~ IO14, in units of

Computedphotonfiux Opticaldepthto
theregionof
Tnt=1Å~104

Observedphotonfiux
logTn=4.00 logTL==3.95 logTL==3.90

Åë(912)a)==2.5Å~108

Åë(504)b)==6.2 Å~ 107

Åë(228) c) === 8.1 Å~ lo7

3.3Å~107

l.5Å~107

5.8xl06

8.7Å~107

3.7xl07
l.1Å~iO"

4.3Å~108

1.8Å~l08

3.8 Å~ !07

  O.12

O.04S

O.O09

a) The observation [l8] of Aug. 23, 1960.
b) The observation [19] ef Aug. 23, 196i, assuming the atmospheric optical depth at the aititude
   of225 km, T22s===O.57 and the instrumental wavelength bandwidth ]a==2.0 A.
c) The observation [l8] of Aug. 23, 1960, averaging the emission of }ines and continuum between
   226 A and 166 A.

over the temperature range between TL given in the table and T..,==1.6Å~106, using
the expressions (2i) and (22).
    If the integratlon is limited to T) 1 Å~ 1O`, the predicted fiux is an order ofmagni-

tude smaller than the observed value. This may not mean that our model for N,, ..,==
3Å~108 is contrary to the observations ofbound-fi"ee emission, because the emitting
region must extend to the low temperature region (the chromosphere). As shown in
Table 6, the optical thickness ofthe transition region (T}l)l Å~ 10`) are much sma}Ier
than unity, aRd the major part of tbe HI, IIel and Ifell continua comes from the
chromosphere (T filil Å~ 10`).
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(b) ']rhe continuum at R 4700 at the 1'952 eclipse. •

    The continuum emission at R4700 has been analyzed for the fiash spectrum
taken by HAO expedition [32] at the l952 eciipse. The analysis of the contlnuum
data [33] suggests that for h>,N,2000 km the emission at 2 4700 is almost due to electron

scattering. Using the N, distribution of our models, we compute the tota} emission
at Z 4700 to compare with the observed values. Fig. 6 exhibits the N, distributions

9.5

9.0

58

s'

8.0

(c)

(b)

 e

o
e

o

.

(a)
   e

o
e

o.

                     7.5                       O 5 10 l5 XI04
                                 h(km)
                    Fig. 6. Comparison ofthe 2V, distributions
                         in the inner corona. The full lines:
                         The present models. The fi1}ed
                         and open circle; Coronal models of
                         VAN DE HULSrl' [30].

in our models, together with the coronal models of VAN DE HULST [30]. It
seems that the N. dlstributions for N.,..,=:3.0Å~IOS and l.OÅ~IOS are smoothly con-

nected with the sunspot maximum aRd minimum (equator) models, respectrively,
taking account that the VAN DE 'EIULST's models close to the sun's limb are based
on an extrapolation. Since the atmospheric condition at the I952 eclipse is close
to the minimum phase, we take the transition region model of N.,..,===I.OÅ~ 108 and

the coronal model in the sunspot minimum along the equator.
    We first compute the total emission which is expected from the VAN DE
HULST's coronal models. rhe surface brightness of the K plus F components
tabulated by him is well represented by

                                            5.89 Å~ I02                                  1.91 Å~ 104                        3.55 Å~ I04
                 .l(+F =                                ++                           r17 r7 r2•S
                                 for the maximum phase, (39)
and
                                  I.IOÅ~ioJt                                            5.89 Å~ 102                        2.09 Å~ lo4
                 I(+F ===                                ++                           r17 r7 r2•5
                                 for the minimuizn (equzator) phase, (40)
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where r== (R@+h)IR@ and .K+F is expressed in the unit of 10-iO times the average
surface brightRess of the solar disk. These expressions are applicable in all wave-
lengths, because the K and F components of the coronal light have a continuous
spectrum with nearly the same color as the sun. Then the total emisslon at R 4700
(ergs cm'-i sec-' in all directions per unit frequency) is given by

                E..,(h) =: 4ni,(R 4700) R@ Å~10'OS:,,, (K+F) dr , (41)

where X,(2 470e) is the mean intensity of the photospheric radiation at R 4700 and
we adopt f,(R 4700) ==2.28Å~10m5. The curves of E..,(h) for the maximum and the
minimum (equator) phases are shown in Fig. 7 by the full }ines. Next we must take
accounts of the excess of N. near the limb over the coroRal model, which may nu-
merically be represented by

2.5

   .2.0

ti   .5o"'

1.0
xN(g)

 F'   J-' li}Ln.

   Max.

'""-L-  .--NN      ' s li li

.

.--h

. t-
-i

                O• 5o l 2 3 4 sxlo4
                                 h(km)

                 Fig. 7. The total emission a.tR4700. The observed
                       values in the l952 eclipse [35] are denoted by
                       the filled circles with the best fitting curve.

                dN. !ii N, (our model)-AT. (minimum corona)

                   - =: 3.24Å~ 109 exp (-1.45 Å~ IOm8h)

                      +5.73 Å~ I08 exp (-2.95 Å~ 10-9h)

                      +2.69Å~108 exp (-5.76Å~10'iOh), (42)

for h>.N,2000 km in the model of N...,== 1.0 Å~ I08. Thus we can compute the additional

emission AE due to tke excess of N.. The curve of log(E..,•+AE) is shown by the
dotted line in Fig. 7, together with tke o})served values and the best fitting curve
[35]. It is noted that the excess of N, over the coronal mode} would introduce only
a slight rise ef the curve near the limb and that the form and size of }ogE for h;}i)

10,OOO km would be practically determined by the contribution of the corona. Fur-
thermore, there is a remarkable dva'erence in the absolute intensities between the
observed and predicted curves in all heights. The highest point of the HAO ob-
servation is about 50,OOO km (r==1.07). The photometric data ofVAN DE HULST
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should be reliab}e above this height at least. Nevertheless, logE at hN50,OOO km
differs about O.5 compared with the minimum corona and about O.3 even compared
with the maximum corona. Hence it seems improbable to ascribe its origin to a
difference in physical state of the chromosphere and corona from one eclipse to
another, we could not escape from the conclusion that a}I intensities derived from the

HAO 1952 ec}ipse observations should be reduced by about a factor 2 or 3, as sug-
gested by AT}iAy, MENzEL and ORRALL [36].
    If the observed values of logE !n Fig. 7 are brought down by about O.5, we find
a good agreement with the predicted curve of the case N.,..,==1.0Å~ I08 for h>5000
km. The high bbserved values of logE below 5000 km may be attributed to the
contribution of the chromospheric spicules. Therefore it is not likely that our
models are inconsistent with the observation of the Z 4700 continuum.

(c) Comparison with other models.

                  ,dh    The quantity Ne EzTT as a function of T (eqs. (21) and (22)) is the fundamental

information which is derived from the observations of the radio and UV emissions.
Any model of the transition region should be conformable with this information.
Fig. 8 exhibits the quantity computed from the N. and T distribtttions of the typical
models proposed by other authors to compare with the curves of eqs. (21) and (22).
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    The model ofWoo-Ey and ALLEN [2] is ln reasoRable agreement with eq. (22)
for T>...,I05, but the modei gives too low values of N.2-E!lrtL for TfElllI05 to yield suf-

                                             dT
ficient intensities of the UV lines of Iow lons. This may imply that their assumption
of heat conduction as the princlpal energy souree does not hold for the temperature
range T fES I05.

    OsTER [3] constructed his models bashing on an arbitrary interpolation of the
thermal plus turbulent pressure between the values corresponding to the upper
chromosphere and the Iower corona. It is seen in Fig. 8 that his Model II shows
marked discrepancies in lower and higher temperature ranges, and hls simple in-
terpolation of the pressure may lead to unreliable distributions of Ai. and T with
height. BRooKs and OsTER [37] computed the thermal radio emission on the basis
of the OsTER models with the aid of more correct absorption coeff3cient, and found
that the mode!s, in particular Model II, predict the radio emission in the dm range
quite accurately. But the agreement with the observations seems Rot to be so good as
stated by them. r]]aking into account the fact that they compared the computed values

with the observed "radiation temperatures" which contain the apparent temperatures
including the corona} contribution (the term cy"2 in eq. (I5)), it can be sa!d that
the OsTER models give an overestimate of the radiatioR temperature throu,ghout the
cm and dior} ranges as expected froi:n I?ig. 8. In comparison with the observed
intensities of UV emission lines, AmER [27] concluded that the Model II of OsTER
is in rough agreemeRt with the observations. Thls may be due to the facts that he
adopted the much lowf-values and that he ignored the chromospheric contribution
to the emission of low ions (I and II).
                                          '                                                               '    The model of PmDiNGToN [5] gives the curve Ar.2 -{tZtL which is in good agreement

                                            dT
with eq, (21) for TfSI05. However he used the height distribution of Ar,2T-3/2
obtained from the fiash spectrum. We believe that the observations at the sun's limb
do not give the real clistributions of any physical quantites, but those infiuenced by
the spicu}ar structure of the chromosphere. PmmNGToN [5] rejected the models of
ScHATzMAN [l] and KoEKELENBERGN [4] based on the assumption of hydrostatic
equilibrium, because their models are grossly inconsistent with the flash data. This
criticlsm may also be applied to our models. }Iowever, it should be necessary to
reanalyze the flash data taking proper account of the spicular structure.
    The effect of spicules seems to appear seriously in the model of PoTTAscH [8]
who adopted the flash data of the AX. distribut2on and the assumption of hydrostatic
equilibrivtm. It is shown !n l?ig. 8 that the PoTTAscH [8] model should predict too
high intensities of the radio and UV emlssion. This discrepancy may not be caused
by the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium, but by the acceptance of the height
distribution of N, obtained from the flask saectrum.
    IvANov-K}ioLoDNy! and NiKoLsKii [9], [IO] also made use of the height distri-
bution of Ai.T2"312 which must not give any real information of the N, and T dis-
tributions as stated above. Furthermore the separation of active and undisturbed
regions is based on a quite uncertain estimate of the area and brightness ratios ofboth

reglons.
    In Figs. 2 and 3 the fV. and T distributions ef our inodels are compared with
those of other models. It is characteristic of our models that there occur marked
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steep gradients of the N. and T distributions in the ranges N.>,... 10" and T:S4Å~ I05,

so that we can find coronal matter of TNI06 in the interspicular regions below h==

5000 km. This is compatible with the observation ofATHAy and RoBERTs [38] that
the FeXI Iine at a 7892 is measured over a height range 2000 :ESh :ES46,OOO km in the

l952 eclipse and that the maximum intensity occured below IO,OOO km. Our models
may account for emission from FeXI at height as low as 5000 km.

7. Conelusion.

    The analysis of the UV resonance lines and the cm and dm radio emission made
possible to compare their intensities with each other through the common quanttiy

N.2 Sb/ as a function of T (Fig. 1). In comparison with B-component of the radio

emission, the intensities of the UV Iines originating in Ttv4 Å~ le` are stronger about a

factor of 3 than expected from the radio emission. This discrepancy has been tenta-

tively attributed to the contribution of the bright active regions on the solar disk to

the UV line emissions.

    The information about the N. and T distributions is expressed in an analytical

form (eqs. (21) and (22)), which has simultaReously been solved with the'equation of

hydrostatic equilibrium. The models imply that the surface ofhigh density medium,
i.e. the low chromosphere and the spicu}es, are covered by a very thin transition region

responsible for emission of intermediate ions ancl radio waves in cm and dm ranges.
Thus we may have a picture that the high chromosphere should be identified with
the spicules which penetrate into the interspicular regions consisting of coronal
matter and are surrounded by a very thin hot sheath.
    The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to ProÅí S. Miyamoto for his
invaluable advice and constant encouragement. GratefuI acknowledgement is due
to Drs. I. Kawaguchi and M. Kanno for their critica} comments and suggestionsJ
and to Dr. S. Saito for his reading the manuscript of this paper. Many thanks are
also due to all the staffmembers ofthe Kwasan Observatory for their helpful discussion

and encouragement.
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